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BDBSA Data –Notes and
Conditions of Use
Terms and conditions
1.

The data is provided by the Department of
Environment, Water and Natural Resources (DEWNR)
on the following basis:

2.

Important notes to
consider
1.

of validation processes the lists may contain errors and

All copyright and other intellectual property rights

should be used with caution. For example, not all

remain vested in the Crown in right of South Australia.
3.

species identifications recorded in these databases
have been backed up by specimen collection, and

The user is only entitled to use and reproduce the data

taxonomic changes since the original data collection

in unpublished or published reports provided due

may have occurred which are not reflected in the data.

acknowledgment of the source is given.
4.

feedback to DEWNR at

liability or responsibility to the user or to any other

DEWNRBioDataSupport@sa.gov.au
2.

information therefore may be varied from time to time

for any particular purpose of the user or any person to

in line with DEWNR policy.
3.

Data is generally publicly available unless particular

Biological Databases of South Australia (BDBSA,

sensitivities preclude release (i.e. Risk to threatened sp.;

Department of Environment, Water and Natural

confidentiality / ownership arrangements).

Resources) must be cited as the information source
wherever these records are presented along with the

4.

administrative/policy arrangements.)

Extraction Reference Number. Where an external
organisation is indicated as the source in the "Observer
Name" field, additional acknowledgement should be

5.

statewide data on behalf of owners and as data
custodian. Internal and external clients should go

Use, adaptation or reproduction of the Information

through this channel for access to data.

contrary to any of these conditions is prohibited and
copyright renders the Licensee liable to prosecution
under the provisions of the Copyright Act (1968)(Cth).

The Biological Database of SA (BDBSA) contact
(DEWNRBioDataRequests@sa.gov.au) can release

given for use of specific records or datasets.

any use which constitutes any infringement of

Data can ONLY be released by the data owner or
Custodian (with owner’s permission or subject to

date of extraction and where available the unique

7.

Fees charged are for the cost of recovery of

DEWNR give no warranty that the data is accurate or fit
whom the user discloses the information.

6.

If any errors are found or suspected please provide

Use of the Information is at the user's own risk and all
person is expressly disclaimed by DEWNR.

5.

Although much of the data has been through a variety

6.

The provision of plant names, distribution records and
conservation status assessments in this dataset does
not indicate any official standing with regard to either
the State Herbarium or DEWNR.
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7.

Geolocations for RE records is a centroid for the
reserve that it was sighted in.

8.

All geographic data uses the datum GDA94.

9.

Re-use or recycling of data is permitted but

•

The recordset may include records which have been
subsequently rated as “sensitive” and should have
restricted distribution applied to them. It is accepted
that such records may continue to be re-used once
supplied but users are expected, where possible, to
conform with the intent of the sensitive record process.

discouraged. There are inherent risks associated with
re-use of stale biological data. These include:
•

•

•

Uncertainties about whether the data is “as
supplied” DEWNR data or whether the data has
been edited or supplemented with additional local
data.
The record data ceases to benefit from:
-Taxonomic updates (species name changes or
splits)
-Spatial and other edits undertaken as part of
DEWNR quality assurance processes
-Validation checks which may reject questionable
records (and exclude them from distribution)
-National, State and regional species threat rating
updates
The recordset ceases to benefit from:
-Additional data loads
-Certainty of ongoing conformity with licensing
arrangements negotiated with third party data
providers. Licensing may have expired or altered
since the original data was supplied.

The nature and extent of these issues, and the risks posed
to data users, will depend on the size, age, phylogenetic
content and spatial extent of the dataset.
DEWNR, and other users will typically check the currency of
data used in any analysis or reporting to determine the
validity of that process

Further information
For enquiries, please contact:
Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources
DEWNRBioDataSupport@sa.gov.au

